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HOME FILE
The home: Late Victorian semi
detached home, built in 1901, in
Bangor, Co Down.

Who lives here? Sid and his fiancée
Gillian, who is a jewellery designer.

Having lived in period properties before, Sid and Gillian had two options

when it came to moving house. ‘We explored the option of building and

also considered the idea of restoring a period property. I’ve always wanted

to build but the timing wasn’t right; when this red bricked semi came on

the market, we instantly saw its potential,’ says Sid.
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Dining Room: The fireplace in the dining
room is the original fireplace from the
master bedroom – one of Gillian’s
bespoke jewellery designs can be
admired on the mantelpiece.The iconic
Swan chandelier is by Illuninati.
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his early twentieth century home had not been
lived in for some forty years when the couple
viewed it, yet to their surprise, the architecture

was in remarkably good condition. ‘The previous owner had
left the house to her housemaid and when we bought it, it
had been left to the church.’ Although derelict, the interior
had been looked after to a certain extent so thankfully it
was sound and just needed to be modernised and restored.
From outside, the facade was quite rundown but the interior
was structurally good.The couple spent about six months
bringing the house back to its original condition before
moving in.The first of many tasks to be undertaken was the
exterior brickwork.The bricks were acid washed and
repointed, a procedure which instantly gave the house its
much needed facelift.

T Hallway: the balustrades
have been painted white
as a striking contrast to

the dark wood panelling
in the hallway.The marble
floor tiles introduce light

tones to the ground floor,
perfectly complementing

the worktop and island in
the kitchen.

Living Room: Situated at
the front of the house,
the sitting room brings

together period cornicing
features with streamlined

furniture for a
contemporary contrast.

‘If you fail to plan, you
plan to fail. For Gillian

and I, the success of
this project was largely
down to the planning.
Right from the outset,

we decided exactly
what we wanted to do
and researched to find

the right people for
each job.’
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Sid and Gillian have done a fantastic job, sympathetically restoring
the house to its former glory. Stripping it back and restoring it to its
original condition, they have achieved the best of both worlds. As Sid
describes, ‘My goal was to bring the house back to its original
condition and also propel it into the twenty first century with
luxurious finishes and hi tech fixtures.’This goal has certainly been
achieved to stunning effect. And as a result, this handsome home has
retained its depth of character and has also taken on a pristine
interior with remarkable attention to detail with a mix of
contemporary and period features.

If Sid could advise others on restoring a period property, he cannot
underestimate the importance of planning. ‘If you fail to plan, you
plan to fail. For Gillian and I, the success of this project was largely
down to the planning. Right from the outset, we decided exactly
what we wanted to do and researched to find the right people for
each job. All the work was complete within six months as we
wanted to move in as soon as possible. All the tradespeople were
given carefully planned spec. sheets so there was little room for

Kitchen: Two rooms transformed into one,
the kitchen is where Sid and Gillian spend

much of their time.The ebony appliance
wall is a stunning contrast against the ivory

units, while the island is a multi purpose
area where the couple and their friends

congregate at get-togethers.
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error. Having said that, project management is important.
Fortunately I was able to make regular site visits to
ensure that everything was going to plan.We didn’t have
any major problems at all, everything ran smoothly.’

Electrics and central heating were absent, so the house
was rewired and plumbed along with replacing all the
windows with double glazing and skimming some of the
internal walls. All the original wooden floors were in
good condition, as was the wood panelling in the hall
and all the cornicing and ceiling roses.The staircase is
also original; Sid and Gillian have brightened it up with
some white paint as a contrast against the dark stain. A
stair runner from Flooring Inspirations is very much in
keeping with Victorian style, adding further contrast and
detail to the staircase.The couple decided to keep the
dark wood panelling in the hall, which in turn influenced
their decision for floor tiles throughout the ground floor,
with the exception of the front sitting which is carpeted.
‘We felt the the original boards, together with the wall
panelling and staircase would be extremely dark, so we
opted for light toned marble tiles from Granart.’

The authentic sash windows were unfortunately too far
gone to restore so Sid and Gillian decided to replace
these with PVC double glazing. ‘We contacted Northern
Ireland Heritage in a bid to save the windows but they

Master Bedroom: Sid and Gillian’s bedroom is so
spacious, it very easily accommodates their fantastic
Super King Size bed from Dreams.The bedside
tables are from Dunelm Mill, while all the soft
furnishings, bedlinen and accessories are from BHS.
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were beyond repair.The new windows are sash style so are
sympathetic to the renovation and we salvaged the old brass
handles from the original windows.’ Because rewiring was necessary,
gadget fan Sid decided to go the whole hog and have the house
wired for a Bose sound system and an intelligent home system.

A spacious and well laid out interior with contemporary kitchen
and separate dining area and sitting room, this home’s most used
room is the kitchen. ‘We spend the majority of our time in this
room. Even at the early planning stages, we knew this would be the
case, which is why we had underfloor heating installed in this area.’
This room was originally two rooms so Sid had the dividing wall
demolished to maximise space and optimise the kitchen as the
most sociable space in the house.

Emanating period elegance with a warm and inviting ambience, this
Victorian home is a credit to Sid and Gillian.

Guest Bedroom:
Carpet from Flooring
Inspirations creates luxury
underfoot, while all bedlinen
and soft furnishings are from
BHS.The original fireplace
complete with inset tiles has
been retained for warmth
and character.

Bathroom:
Oxidised porcelain floor tiles
have been sourced from
Tilemarket as a striking
contrast against the Italian
sanitary ware.

Landing:
In keeping with the character
of the house, stunning
embossed French style
reproduction radiators have
been sourced from Cirbs.
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